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ADVANCED OCS
Next Semester’s Movie
Final Presentation

Your last presentation for this class will follow the traditional academic presentation style in that it will 
include an introduction, body, and conclusion that both assert an opinion and explain its validity with 
concrete examples and details.  

You will work alone. Your first step is to select a film (available for legal purchase now) that you think I 
should use as a class film next semester. 

Then plan a three to five minute presentation.  Your presentation should be a PowerPoint presentation 
that has an introduction, body (that includes a maximum 30-second film clip) and conclusion. The 
following things must be included:

 Your name
 Background information about the film (its name, production year, main actors, director). 
 Brief plot synopsis, including the genre of the film, but don't give away the ending!

 Your opinion of the film.  Why should it be a class film next semester?
 Be sure to mention:

 American English – what is good vocabulary from the film?
 American culture -- what can you learn about US culture?
 ______________ -- what one thing about the film do you think makes it great?

 Choose a film clip (no longer than 30 seconds) that 
 highlights a particular aspect of the film that you think makes the film worthy of 

being a class film next semester
 Before you show us the scene, explain what part of your presentation the film clip 

illustrates (good vocabulary, good cultural info, good acting, etc) 
 Remember that the clip is used to SHOW the audience that one of your 

opinions is valid (to support an opinion)

 Evaluation of the entire film. You should summarize why it should be a class film next 
semester.

Film choices must be submitted to your instructor on Tuesday, April 26, 2011
Outlines of your presentation must be turned on Thursday, April 28, 2011

Presentations will be given on Tuesday, May 3, 2011

Introduction

Conclusion

Body

Link to example from last semester: 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/53561154/AOCSFinal-Presentation


